Problem.
Your CISO
is only human.

Nation states
$500K+ per breach
Ransomware
100+ day dwell time
Digital products

Security teams today are too busy fighting fires
and have little time for strategic, proactive planning.
According to industry experts, the next wave
of security technologies are adaptive.
The question is...are you ready?

Insider threat

Organized crime

Mobile

Cloud

Compliance

Third party risk

Phishing
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Vulnerabilities

User behavior

Problem.
Risk & security disconnected.
The Asena Adaptive Security Governance platform bridges the gap between risk and security.

Audience
Business Executives

Business

Tomorrow.
Adaptive & intelligent security
technologies integrate this data
Integrated Risk
Management
Business executives
informed by risk data on
the health of the company

Risk

Asena

Security

The bridge between
risk and security

Infrastructure
Protection

Today.
CISOs connect risk and
security to bridge this gap.

Technology executives
informed by security data on
whether the company is secure

Audience
Technology Executives

Technology
This leading SaaS platform is used by companies to connect their security teams with the
business mission, focus on actions that matter, and mature their security capabilities.

Solution.
Asena.
What do you get with Adaptive Security Governance? Automatically blend governance
perception with environmental reality to understand where you're really at and how to get
better - with a data-driven roadmap for your executives, security team & auditors.

Start with insight
Technology does the heavy lifting
so humans don’t have to

Action what matters
Execute on the most
effective activities

Artificial intelligence
Sees patterns across larger,
more varied data

Fight fewer fires
Common security incidents drop
by 85% with good governance

Rapid access to guidance
Get what you need to know fast,
hours to days

Flexible SaaS delivery
Get what you need any time,
any where

Connect the dots
Achieve alignment between
business goals & IT outcomes

Don't hand off this
mission critical capability
- empower your security
teams to be their best &
stay ahead of what's next.

Be a security
superhero.
Get Asena - the leader
in Adaptive Security Governance
For more information visit us at:

www.derivativetech.com

or contact us at:

talktous@derivativetech.com
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